
lournal of Materials Chemistry 
loins the JCS Package 

Journal of Materials Chemistry 
Chemical Communications 
Dalton Transactions (inorganic) 
Faraday Transactions (physical) 
Perkin Transactions 1 (organic) 
Perkin Transactions 2 (physical organic) 
Journal of Chemical Research (Synopsis and Miniprint/Microfiche) 

From 1996, Journal of Materials Chemistry will be added to The Royal 
Society of Chemistry’s top value package of primary journals, replacing the 

members’ magazine Chemistry in Britain (issued free to 45,000 members) as 
the final component in this set of titles covering primary research in all areas 
of chemistry. With the addition of journal of Materials Chemistry, both the 

value and coverage of the package have been enhanced significantly. The JCS 
Package offers superb value to those that need the best information on current 

research in chemistry; providing, each year, thousands of pages of carefully 
selected, up-to-date research from all over the world. 

At i ts  1996 price, the JCS Package represents a 
substantial saving on the combined cover prices 
of i ts  constituent titles; improving still further the 
kind of quality and value that a learned society 

can offer. 

The Royal Society of  Chemistry: 
publishing the journals you need, 







19th IFSCC Congress, Sydney, Australia 1996 

‘Promise & Proof’ 

The pace of early bookings for the 19th Congress of the International Federation 
Societies of Cosmetic Chemists indicates very strong support for this major event 
for the scientific community. All exhibitor booths have already been filled by both 
local and overseas suppliers, manufacturers and service providers. 

The congress will hear 36 International Speakers present the latest findings of the 
world’s foremost researchers in cosmetic chemistry, under the theme ‘Cosmetics - 
Promise & Proof‘, coupled with an exciting and varied social programme. Over 100 
Poster Presentations will also be displayed, with most being manned by their 
authors. 

The venue is Darling Harbour Convention Centre, Sydney, in the heart of the 
city, on the shores of Sydney Harbour and central to a wide selection of hotels and 
interesting attractions within easy walking distance. 

Programme Details 

21 October Pre-congress Sports Day 
22 October 
23-25 October 
26 October 3 Post-congress Workshops 

Official Opening and Reception 
12 Platform Presentations per day 

Kosmet & the Internet 
Sunscreens 
Tea Tree Oil 

Registration includes all lunches, official dinners, social programme and a package 
of activities for accompanying persons. 

The Final Announcement has already been distributed. Contact your IFSCC affiliate 
society or Congress Secretariat 

Mr John Staton 
P 0 Box 249 
Kingsgrove NSW 
Australia 2208 
Fax +61 2 5543228 


